MINUTES OF THE 4-16-91
WILD LIFE LAKE STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING

Meeting started 7:00 PM 4-16-91, present were: (see attached).

Rangers Gonzales and Hoffos gave a talk on rangers duties and responsibilities in the Valley Region.

Points covered are the hours rangers are available 8:00AM - 2:00PM. Their deployment 2 at night, 1 during the day. Their priorities i.e. gang, graffiti, etc.

The rangers reliance on LAPD for backup.

The California D.F.G. enforcement position was stated by Steve Moe "that it is the LAPD and rangers jurisdiction."

Mike Lipshultz insists that California D.F.G. are willing to meet with rangers and train them on how to enforce the laws in relation to Wildlife area.

The schedule for Lake draining was stated by Steve Moe, Jill Swift wants D.F.G. to monitor the Lake draining.

Requests were made for more signs at Burbank end of Preserve and that they be bi-lingual.

Requested also were the numbers and deployment of rangers in other regions.

Request for landscape plans of Wildlife area and hydromulch formula and how much area was done.

Request for additional fencing on Burbank Boulevard were made.

Concerns about Los Angeles City Department of Recreation and Parks follow through were made regarding the methods to be used in Haskell Channel vegetation removal.

Various groups requested Lake management plan copies, they were told no copies would be made available until plan is approved by Regional Water Quality Control Board and our permit is issued.